reproach to David-"Thou art the man" (II Samuel 12:7) and Jesus' admonition to the clever lawyer-"Go, and do thou likewise" (Luke 10:37). In each instance the surprise ending drives home the moral of the parable.
However, to be successful, a surprise ending requires more than a reversal of the reader's expectations. While he leads the reader along to expect one thing, the writer must subtly introduce details pointing in another direction so that when the ending is revealed the reader's shock is reinforced by a recognition of consistency within the poem. This delicate balance between plausibility and incredibility is maintained superbly by Owen's minor changes also contribute to the success of the poem. Iron (1. 5), belts and straps (1. 7), and parapets and trenches (1. 8) are words not found in Genesis but are needed to prepare for the conclusion. Beginning the poem with So may be a faint echo of God's command in Genesis, but its effect may well be to arouse curiosity about the journey. Adding the words sojourn and first-born does not contribute to changes in connotation, but it does help to condense longer passages in the original. readers would respond in a traditional manner to a retelling of the familiar story whose central character had become legendary for obedience to God.
To make the conclusion plausible enough to produce shock rather than rejection, Owen altered just enough of the details to give the poem a consistent tone.
The tempo of the poem should also be considered. Not only has the story been reduced to a third of its length; ANOTHER of Owen's poems that relies heavily on the Bible for its full meaning is "Greater Love." The title is taken from Jesus' discourse with his disciples at the last supper when he said, "Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down his life for his friends" (John 15:13).
Greater Love
Red lips are not so red As the stained stones kissed by the English dead. WfITH some hesitation I now recommend that other Biblical echoes be explored. I hesitate because finding allusions and parallels can easily get out of hand and impoverish rather than enhance the study of literature. As a general guide, I suggest that we rule out discussions of allusions and parallels that do not clearly illuminate the poem. If we proceed cautiously we can on occasion deepen the student's experience with a poem by bringing in parallels and analogues that may or may not be a direct allusion. The question is not, Can I prove that the author consciously referred to this passage, but rather, Will I add anything to the students' enjoyment and understanding of the poem if I present other passages of literature brought to my mind by something in the poem-a scene, a theme, a mood, a phrase with unusual word order, the rhythm or cadence of a group of words, perhaps even a single word.
The depth of Owen's veneration for his fallen comrades (and, conversely, his outrage over the war) comes through with greater force if we consider the implications of the word touch in the last line. Now that the sacrifice of the soldiers has been equated with that of Christ, it is relevant to recall the significance of the word touch in the Gospels. We are told that many wanted to touch Jesus to be freed from the plague, that others wanted to touch him "for there went virtue out of him, and healed them all," that he was asked to heal a blind man by touching him, that many were healed by touching the hem of his garment. Owen is saying, by implication, that civilians might well experience some cleansing themselves if they could touch the true nature of the soldiers' sacrifice, but he asserts that civilians cannot hope to un- A concensus seems to be developing that "Greater Love" is one of Owen's very best poems. I say this to indicate that many things besides Biblical allusions should be taught in this poem, such as the counterpointing of sexual love and sacrificial love and the dramatic progression from comparison to identification, from a caustic tone to an elegiac tone.
The theme of "Greater Love" reappears in "At a Calvary near the Ancre," where the soldiers are again depicted as possessing the greater love because they "lay down their life; they do not hate." According to the poem, Jesus has been deserted by civilian Christians who prosecute the war, but he has found his true disciples among the soldiers. ADVANCED students will find many rewards in studying "Strange Meeting," one of Owen's more difficult poems. suggests that when the speaker in the poem failed to convince mankind to get rid of war, his disappointment was comparable to that of Christ when he was betrayed by his disciples at the conclusion of his ministry.
The phrase "poured my spirit" also has Biblical overtones. It is used several times to express great travail and devotion. Citing a few examples should add significance to the speaker's assertion that he was willing to do anything for humanity. Hannah desired a son so fervently that in her prayers she "poured out her spirit before the Lord" (I Samuel 1:15). To emphasize the extent of his suffering, Job says "and now my soul is poured out upon me" (Job 30:16) . In the famous passage on the suffering servant, the prophet says that after enduring many hardships the servant will be rewarded "because he hath poured out his soul to death" (Isaiah 53:12).
These passages illustrate once more that poets and others skilled in the use of language can multiply the effectiveness of a passage by using language that has acquired appropriate connotations earlier literature.
One of the central problems in t poem is the enemy, the person w speaks all but the first part of the p On the literal level he is an enemy s dier, but on the symbolic level he part of Owen himself-his alter ego, conscience, his idealistic self. As we seen, the enemy has many Christqualities-in the sacrifices he want make for others, in his commitmen non-violence, in the reference to fo heads bleeding without wounds. So fa good-the teaching of the poem is proved by citing these parallels. But go on to say that the enemy is Ch himself, as one critic has done, conf the reading of the poem. I consider i example of pushing Biblical allusions the point where they hinder rather help the teaching of the poem. In summary we can say that Owen uses the Bible to exalt the suffering of the soldiers, sometimes to the level of the passion of Christ, but he also uses the Bible satirically to shock his readers into seeing the hypocrisy of their endorsement of war. We can also say that when an understanding of Biblical allusions and parallels illuminates a work of literature, extended digressions in pursuit of their meaning and function are justified in the cause of improving the teaching of literature. Finally, if the poems mentioned above arouse any interest in Owen at all, they might well be supplemented with poems by Owen that do not allude to the Bible. I would recommend especially "The Send-Off," "Arms and the Boy," "Insensibility," "S.I.W.," "Mental Cases," "Fertility," 
